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EasyStand StrapStand

easystand.com/strapstand

Wheel Up and Stand

The StrapStand is a sit to stand stander for
adults from 5' to 6'5'' (152-196 cm) and up to
350 lbs (159 kg). The StrapStand lifts the user
directly from their wheelchair, bed, or other
surface, allowing people who may have difficulty
transferring the opportunity to stand.
To stand, position the lifting strap behind the
hips and attach it to the lifting arms. After
positioning the feet and knees, pump the
actuator handle to the standing position.
The StrapStand has a narrow footprint that
allows for easy access through standard
doorways. It provides a maximum over-center
stretch and correct standing posture. Unlike
other strap-style standers, the lifting arms of
the StrapStand gently raise the user up rather
than pushing them forward into the knee pad,
greatly reducing pressure on the knees.

Shown with options

Kyle Henning
T4-5 Spinal Cord Injury
6'0" (183 cm)

StrapStand Specifications
Height Range
Weight Limit
Kneepad Height Range
-from foot plate
Kneepad Width
-center to center
Kneepad Depth Range
-from back of heel
Kneepad Size
Front Pad Depth Range
-from back of heel
Table Height Range
-from foot plate
Inside Width / Wheelchair Access
Footprint
Frame Color
Upholstery Color
Weight of Basic Unit
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5’- 6’5”
350 lbs.

152-195cm
159kg

14.5”-19.5”

37-50cm

8.5”

22cm

3.5”- 6”
9”x15.5”

9-15cm
23x39cm

3.5”-10.5”

9-27cm

41”-50”
22.75”
31.5”x27.5”
Charcoal
Graphite Gray
135 lbs.

104-127cm
58cm
80x70cm

Ph 800.342.8968

Typical strap standers push the
user forward while lifting, causing
excessive pressure on the knees.

61kg

507.697.6393

Fax 877.342.8968

The specially designed lifting arms
of the EasyStand StrapStand
gently raise, then gradually lift the
user into standing position.

507.697.6900

Standard Features
#2000 EasyStand StrapStand

The EasyStand StrapStand comes standard with one lifting strap of your choice, kneepad,
two 3” casters, two 4” wheels, foot plates, black molded table with front pad, hydraulic
actuator with handle, graphite gray upholstery and charcoal frame.
Tool-free Adjustments

Lifting Strap

Kneepad

Table Depth

Table Height

Optional Accessories
#P80811 Lifting Strap - Small
#P80719 - Large #80962 - XL
Padded, for individuals using removable arm
wheelchairs. Small strap is 10” x 26” (25 x 66 cm);

#P81011 Angle Adjustable Table
Attaches to existing black molded table.
Supports the user as they work at various
angles from 10˚ to 45˚.

large strap is 12" x 29" (30 x 74 cm); XL strap is 14” x 32”
(36 x 81 cm)

#P80882 Adjustable Lifting Strap - Small
#P80881 - Large #80963 - XL
Padded, for individuals using fixed arm
wheelchairs. Small strap is 10” x 26” (25 x 66 cm); large

#P80829 Upper Body Support Strap
D-ring adjustment, provides additional
support while lifting and standing. Pad size is
5.5” x 24” (14 x 61 cm); adjustment range from 33”- 70”
(84 -178 cm)

strap is 12" x 29" (30 x74 cm); XL strap is 14” x 32” (36 x 81
cm); range on all three sizes is 0-8” (0-20 cm)

#P80959 XL Kneepad
Accommodates larger legs. XL kneepad dimensions

#P80634 Foot Straps (Pair)
Velcro® adjustment holds the feet in place.

are 9” x 17.5” (23 x 44 cm); width range center to center is
10.5” (27 cm)

Straps fit foot height of 3.5” -7” (9-18cm)

#P80948 Swing-out Legs (Pair)
Allow people with wheelchair width greater
than 22.75” (58cm) to access stander.
Allows wheelchair width of up to 30” (76cm)

#P80616 Secure Foot Option (Pair)
Velcro® & d-ring adjustment uses a four-point
tightening system to hold feet securely in
place. Straps fit foot height of 3.5” -7” (9-18cm)

#P82062 Grab Handles (Pair)
Give the user a place to hold onto during
the standing transition.

#P80966 XL Footplate
Accommodates larger feet. Each foot
placement area is 7”x14” (18 x 36 cm).
Not available with secure footstrap

#P5022 Actuator Handle Extension
Designed for people with limited range of
motion. Makes the first few pumps easier
and releasing more accessible.
Adds additional 6” (15 cm)

"The StrapStand saves the backs of employees assisting
patients to the standing position. We also like the
portability because we are able to take it to patients'
rooms. We use it daily with a variety of residents."
Kim B. - Wyandotte, MI, USA

"The StrapStand safely lifts me from my wheelchair.
It helps strengthen my muscles and provides
weight-bearing to help alignment of my feet-legs-hips
to enable walking."
Ricky P. - Tupper Lake, NY, USA

www.easystand.com
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